ABSTRACT
Current Dynamic Trafﬁc Assignment (DTA) research typically considers non-competing groups
of drivers seeking either Dynamic User Equilibrium (DUE) or Dynamic System Optimal (DSO)
equilibrium. Real-world solutions for minimizing congestion by routing heterogeneous road users
under mixed information frameworks require more reliable and robust methods for heterogeneous
decision-making. This research provides a methodology for reducing congestion using the
competing strategies of DUE and DSO seeking drivers. A realistic simulation of the responses of
drivers to sudden road network perturbations is presented by applying Dynamic Trafﬁc
Assignment (DTA) to two groups of human drivers; informed and uninformed. A navigation app
provides within-day route suggestions to informed drivers using information about the
time-varying decision-making habits of uninformed drivers. These within-day route suggestions
cause some informed users to detour from their initially proposed routes in order to minimize
network congestion and delays, pushing the system toward DSO equilibrium, while uninformed
drivers make day-to-day (DTD) decisions which push the system toward DUE. Simulations
considering varying fractions of informed drivers show that congestion is reduced by
approximately 59.2% when 20% of drivers are informed, and is nearly eliminated when 80% of
drivers are informed. The computational efﬁciency of this approach is also improved using shared
memory multi-core parallelization.
Keywords: Dynamic Trafﬁc Assignment, Strategic Predictive Dynamic System Optimal
Equilibrium, Dynamic User Equilibrium, Competitive Strategies, Bounded Rationality, Mixed
Information, Heterogeneous Agents.
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INTRODUCTION
Dynamic Trafﬁc Assignment (DTA) algorithms are used to model the optimal equilibrium
conditions for a transportation network. The two optimal conditions for a transportation network
are Dynamic User Equilibrium (DUE) and Dynamic System Optimal (DSO) equilibrium. Most
DTA algorithms therefore solve for one of these two conditions using a single group of drivers
who share a common objective of minimizing their own travel cost or the total system cost. This
research considers a novel application of DTA which realistically simulates a transportation
network in which drivers have different objectives and different time scales over which they make
decisions in an attempt to optimize the system. The purpose of this mixed objective framework is
to provide a method for a group of informed drivers to reduce the within-day congestion caused
by uninformed drivers who are making day-to-day route and departure time choices.
Day-to-day DTA models can accurately simulate the behavior of uninformed drivers in a
transportation network and the resulting patterns of congestion caused by their discrete decision
making process. Under within-day perturbations to the network, the day-to-day decision making
of uninformed drivers results in congestion. This research presents a methodology to reduce the
congestion caused by uninformed users making day-to-day decisions by strategically rerouting
informed drivers. The methodology applied to informed human drivers in this research is also
applicable to Connected Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) operating in mixed autonomy networks.
Modern DTA algorithms use a Dynamic Network Loading (DNL) procedure to simulate
trafﬁc dynamics on a transportation network. This procedure incorporates a cell or link
transmission model and considers junction dynamics. In our model, the DNL procedure is used
for two separate groups of drivers are seeking different objectives over different time scales.
Uninformed drivers are seeking Day-to-Day (DTD) Boundedly Rational (BR) DUE, while
informed drivers seek Within-Day (WD) DSO equilibrium. The approach taken in this research is
an upper-level algorithm which solves for Day-to-Day BRDUE and a lower level algorithm solves
for Within-Day DSO equilibrium. Each DTD BRDUE iteration considers the prior day’s route
and departure time choices and uses this information to solve for the next day. A DTD BRDUE
algorithm will not achieve equilibrium on day one, because each user must complete their trip on
a given O-D pair in order to make an informed decision on their next trip, which occurs the
following day. This method more accurately simulates the way that a transportation network
approaches BRDUE following a perturbation to the network dynamics, such as construction or a
change in signal timings.
When the network is perturbed, users will experience signiﬁcant delays on the day of the
perturbation. This is because the route and departure time choices for uninformed drivers are
based on their experience with the prior day’s trip and their memory of other trips in the past. If a
serious delay occurs, then their route and departure time choice the next day will take this new
information into account. In order to reduce congestion by addressing within-day delays, we
propose a WD DSO algorithm that reacts to predictable delays caused by DTD BRDUE seeking
users’ behavior. The WD DSO algorithm inﬂuences the decision making of a subset of the
population of drivers by providing them with predictive information in order to push the system
toward DSO equilibrium.
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Literature Review
This research considers a mixed objective DTA approach with uninformed users seeking BRDUE
and informed users seeking DSO equilibrium in order to mitigate congestion in congested
capacity-constrained networks. Prior research has established mathematical methods of achieving
time-dependent User Equilibrium (UE) and System Optimal (SO) equilibrium conditions in
transportation networks (35). DTA has been successfully applied in connected vehicle
environments (46) and congested capacity-constrained networks (39). The Predictive DUE
condition in which user chooses a route that minimizes his/her actual travel time along the route
to his destination anticipating the future trafﬁc state (40) has been explored and has also been
applied to macroscopic pedestrian ﬂow models (21). Information sharing within Day-to-Day
BRDUE seeking agents in a DTA simulation has been recently explored (44). These approaches
do not consider multiple driver groups operating under competing strategies with heterogeneous
access to information.
This research applies traveler utility functions which incorporate bounded rationality and
value of time. The use of bounded rationality for traveler choice modeling (10, 11, 12, 18, 19),
human route switching decisions (14), and traveler behavior modeling (15, 20, 38, 41) have been
established in the literature. Travelers’ value of time has been extensively studied and applied to
traveler utility functions (3, 6, 9, 45). The ways that perceived travel time, departure time choice,
and route choice change based on learning mechanisms for drivers has been considered in the
literature (5, 7, 22, 42).
Analysis of the effects of heterogeneous access to information on human drivers has been
considered (8, 25, 37). Research has shown that if informed drivers receive perfect information,
the equilibrium condition for a transportation network varies based on the fraction of informed
drivers (25, 26, 27). While heterogeneous information has been explored in the literature, prior
research did not consider the effect of controlling the information provided based on
spatiotemporal congestion to informed drivers operating in a mixed-objective framework.
Data collection on human drivers has been performed, allowing the development of
realistic human driver models based on U.S. Population (4). Data collection using Bluetooth
sensors to improve travel time estimation has been explored in the literature (16, 32, 33, 34).
Prediction of speed distribution on highways has been explored in the literature (2). Our research
provides real-world applications of travel time estimates and speed predictions, using them as
inputs to the informed driver model. To the authors’ knowledge, this research topic is novel.
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DATA METHODOLOGY
Experimental Design and Procedure
The experiment is conducted on the Sioux Falls Network using a DTA algorithm implemented in
MATLABTM by extending the DTD BRDUE package created by Han et al. (17) with the addition
of a WD DSO algorithm and another group of drivers who use a competing WD DSO strategy.
The Sioux Falls Network contains 24 nodes, 76 links, 528 O-D pairs, and 6180 routes. There are
20 departure time windows containing 5 departure times each, for a total of 100 possible
departure times. Figure 1 shows three possible paths from Node 1 to Node 4 in the Sioux Falls
Network, which are paths 5, 6, and 7 in the list of 6180 routes. Note that two of the paths contain
shared links. Users choosing paths 5 or 6 will contribute to congestion on links 1 and 4, and
therefore users choosing path 5 can worsen congestion for users on path 6, or vice versa. Users
choosing path 7 should not contribute to congestion for paths 5 and 6 because there are no shared
links in the paths.

FIGURE 1 Example of the available routes between nodes 1 and 4 in the Sioux Falls Network.
For the ﬁrst day, demand for each O-D pair at each departure time is initialized and the
DNL algorithm calculates the delay for each route and departure time. Two groups of drivers are
initialized by multiplying total demand by a user deﬁned informed driver fraction. If this fraction
is 1/5, then 80% of the demand will be assigned to Group 1 and 20% will be assigned to Group 2.
Group 1 drivers are uninformed and work toward DTD BRDUE, while Group 2 drivers are
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informed and push the network toward WD DSO equilibrium. Informed and Uninformed demand
are always summed as an input to the DNL procedure, but the groups make separate route and
departure time choices.
The ﬁrst run through the DNL procedure generates the expected delay for the day based
on the initialized O-D demand. Using the delay, the marginal cost of each route is calculated.
Informed drivers use the marginal cost of each route to choose routes and departure times which
minimize the total system cost. The new route and departure time choices for the informed group
of drivers is the informed group demand. This demand is summed with the uninformed group
demand and input into the DNL algorithm to get the actual route delays for the day.
Scenario Design
Given an initial departure rate on the Sioux Falls Network, we consider the effect of varying the
fraction of informed drivers on network congestion, O-D gap, and average travel time. The
informed drivers make within-day decisions which reduce the congestion caused by uninformed
drivers who are following the DTD BRDUE model. The simulation is run for two consecutive
days, with the ﬁrst day representing a perturbation in O-D demand. Uninformed users lack the
ability to predict the effects of this perturbation and therefore create signiﬁcant delays on the ﬁrst
day. Our model is expected to perform best during these perturbations, while offering less beneﬁt
when the network is stable because informed drivers only switch routes in order to reduce
congestion for other drivers. If no signiﬁcant congestion is present, then most informed drivers
will not switch routes because the opportunity for congestion reduction is minimized and the
network will approach a BRDUE condition.
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APPROACH - MIXED OBJECTIVE DTA
Novel Mixed Objective Framework
Unlike prior research, our model contains a mixture of informed and uninformed drivers with
different equilibrium goals and time scales over which they attempt to achieve those goals.
Uninformed drivers make their route and departure time choices based on the memory of their
own prior effective travel cost and selﬁshly seek to minimize their own travel time. If all drivers
are uninformed, the system will eventually reach a BRDUE condition. The informed drivers in
our model are assumed to be accessing an app which they use to determine their route and
departure time choice. The informed drivers make within day decisions based on the information
presented by the app, which suggests the best routes based on the predicted network state for that
day. Unlike the uninformed drivers, informed drivers are given routes that seek to push the system
toward WD DSO equilibrium. Informed drivers’ route and departure time choices are calculated
using a separate within-day DNL procedure. The within-day DNL procedure is used to calculate
the Path Marginal Cost (PMC) for each route and departure time. PMC considers the additional
delay on all other drivers when an informed driver chooses a given route and departure time.
• Group 1 (Uninformed): Choose route and departure time based on Effective Path Delay
(EPD), calculated using DTD BRDUE DTA algorithm. These drivers are selﬁshly
seeking to minimize their own travel time.
• Group 2 (Informed): Choose route and departure time using a smart phone navigation
app, which suggests routes with least Path Marginal Cost (PMC). This is calculated
using a within-day DTA algorithm. These drivers are directed to push the system toward
DSO, mitigating congestion caused by the inability of uninformed drivers to predict
perturbations in the network.
The extent to which Group 2 (Informed drivers) can be rerouted is subject to additional
constraints based on information gained for other informed drivers and their own indifference
bands. Informed drivers need to be convinced to choose a system optimal route and it will only
work over time if the maximum deviation from a user optimal route is within their indifference
band. This system more closely approximates the mixed autonomy and mixed information that
are likely to be encountered in transportation networks during the next decade. This research is
particularly applicable to smaller and mid sized cities where less information is available and
uninformed drivers are more likely to repeatedly use the same route based only on past
experience. The total system cost will ultimately be compared for the DTD BRDUE algorithm
alone and the mixed information group using the DTD BRDUE and WD DSO algorithms.
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FIGURE 2 Mixed Objective Model combining DTD BRDUE and WD DSO driver groups.
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MODELING FRAMEWORK
Dynamic Network Loading Model
Starting with a trafﬁc network consisting of nodes and directed links which form a directed graph,
we assume that for a given origin-destination (O-D) pair [r, s] ∈ P initial demand drs (t) is known
a priori. The set of routes from node r to node s at departure time t is denoted by Krs (t). The
ﬂow leaving node r at time t via route k is denoted by γrsk (t). Equation 1 deﬁnes the ﬂow
conservation for the network
X
(1)
drs (t) =
γrsk (t) ∀r, s, t.
k∈Krs (t)

Equation 2 denotes the number of vehicles on a given link l at time t, which is the difference
between the cumulative arrival and departure curves Al (t) and Dl (t).
xl (t) = Al (t) − Dl (t)

∀l, t

(a) Cumulative Arrivals

(2)

(b) Cumulative departures

(c) Cumulative departures

FIGURE 3 Example Cumulative Arrival, Cumulative Departure, and Link Occupancy
curves.
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The density ρl on link l is denoted by Equation 3 as a function of the number of lanes nl on the
link and the length Ll of the link.
xl (t)
(3)
nl L l
The Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) model (24, 36) in Equation 4 is used to calculate link
dynamics
ρl (t) =


∂t ρl (t, xl ) + ∂x fl ρl (t, xl ) = 0

x ∈ [a, b], t ∈ [t0 , tf ]

(4)

where a and b are the start and end points of the link and [t0 , tf ] is the time period being
considered.
For the ﬂow calculation fl in the LWR model, a triangular fundamental diagram is used as
shown in Figure 4. This fundamental diagram uses two linear functions to approximate the
relationship between ﬂow and density on any given link. The intercept of the two functions is the
critical density ρcl for the link, while the jam density ρjam
is the location where the function with a
l
negative slope intercepts the density axis. Using the triangular fundamental diagram, the ﬂow for
a given density, forward wave speed v, and backward wave speed w is given by Equation 5
(29, 30, 31).
(
vρ
ρ ∈ [0, ρcl ]
(5)
f (ρl ) =
−w(ρ − ρjam ) ρ ∈ [ρcl , ρjam
]
l

FIGURE 4 Triangular Fundamental Diagram.
The time-varying supply and demand for each link can be approximated using the triangular
fundamental diagram (23), where C is the link capacity.
(
vρ(t) ρ < ρcl
D(ρl (t)) =
C
ρ ≥ ρcl
(
C
ρ < ρc
S(ρl (t)) =
−w(ρ(t) − ρjam ) ρ ≥ ρcl

(6)

(7)
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This model also applies to networks with multiple links meeting at junctions (17). Conservation
of ﬂow at link junctions is given by Equation 8
m
X
i=1

fi (ρi (t, bi )) =

n
X

fj (ρj (t, ai )) ∀t ∈ [t0 , tf ]

(8)

j=1

where m are incoming links, n are outgoing links, bi is the end of an incoming link, aj is the start
of an outgoing link (Recall x ∈ [a, b] from Equation 4).
The decision making of users who pass through each junction must be considered to
calculate the actual supply and demand on each of the connecting links. This is accomplished by
calculating the proportion of users on an incoming link i who will select the outgoing link j.
Given the cumulative arrival and departure curves, it is possible to determine an entry time for
each link τl (t) based on the exit time (t). Using the link entry time, the proportional contribution
of an individual path ﬂow to the total ﬂow on a given link at time t, γi,k (t) can be estimated.
γi,k (t, bi ) = γi,k (τi (t), ai )

(9)

In other words, the proportion of ﬂow leaving link i along path k at time t is equal to the
proportion of ﬂow entering link i at time τi (t). The sum of these proportions on path i over each
path containing two connected links i and j gives the total proportion αi,j (t) of ﬂow entering link
j from link i at time t as shown in Figure 5. A matrix AN , where N is the set of junctions in the
network, is then constructed in Equation 11 to track the distribution of ﬂows between connected
links (17).
X
γi,k (t, bi )
(10)
αi,j (t) =
∀k∋i,j

AN = αi,j (t) ∀i, j ∈ N

FIGURE 5 Junction Dynamics Example.

(11)
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Uninformed Driver Model
An estimated travel time can be calculated using the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) Equation 12
h
 f β i
k
T T k = t0,k × 1 + α
(12)
Ck
where k is a route, t0,k is the free ﬂow travel time, fk is the ﬂow (e.g. veh/hr) on k, Ck is the
capacity of k, and α and β are parameters. A time dependent travel time function takes the form
of Equation 13
h
 γ k (t) β i
T T k (t) = t0,k × 1 + α
Ck

(13)

where t is time, k is a route, t0,k is the free ﬂow travel time, γ k (t) is the ﬂow (e.g. veh/hr) on k at
time t, Ck is the capacity of k, and α and β are parameters.
Not all users have the same value of time, and therefore not all users will perceive a given
travel time the same way. Some users may choose the lowest travel time route while others may
prioritize a convenient route, or a route with minimal congestion even if it has a higher travel
time. The perception of a given travel time is called the Perceived Travel Time (PTT) and tends to
follow a probability distribution. A simple method to generate perceived travel times is to modify
the BPR equation as shown in Equation 14, which gives the PTT for driver i in the next time step
(t + 1)
h
 xk (t) + 1unit β i
P T Tik (t + 1) = t0,k × 1 + α
× exp(θi )
Ck

(14)

where xk (t) is the ﬂow caused by other drivers
who choose route k at time t. Since driver i also

k
unit
chooses route k, the ﬂow is x (t) + 1
where 1unit is a single unit of ﬂow. The normally
distributed random variable θi represents driver i’s travel time perception deviance. Drivers
choose their routes based on the relationship between Equations 15 and 13.


Ri (t + 1) = argmin P T Tik (t + 1) , k ∈ K

(15)

An additional Bounded Rationality (BR) component can be added to the model, which
deﬁnes a driver’s resistance to switching routes. This resistance is deﬁned using a value known as
the “switching threshold”. Under BR, a driver’s route choice is subject to the parametric
condition in Equation 16.

T T k (t)−P T Tik (t+1)

k
if
≤ ∆i

T T k (t)


(16)
ri (t + 1) =



R (t + 1) if T T k (t)−P T Tik (t+1) > ∆
i
i
T T k (t)
where ∆i is the switching threshold (e.g. Indifference Band) for driver i. If the switching
threshold is not exceeded, the driver will stay with their previous route choice k. Otherwise, they
will switch according to Equation 15.
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Uninformed Driver Multinomial Logit Model
In the BRDUE model proposed by Han et al. (17), route and departure time decisions for
uninformed drivers are made using a Multinomial Logit Model (Mlogit). These models estimate
the probability that individual i will select an alternative j. Equation 17 deﬁnes an Mlogit model
given a choice speciﬁc vector wj and an observation γi .
exp(wi γj )
Pi,j = Pr(yi = j|wi ) = Pm
k=1 exp(wi γk )
The probabilities of choosing each alternative always sum to 1.
m
X

Pi,j = 1

(17)

(18)

j=1

The base alternative in an Mlogit model is the alternative against which all other alternatives are
compared. An increase in the independent variable makes the selection of alternative j more or
less likely. When applied to BRDUE, the Mlogit model compares the perceived cost of each route
and departure time choice for every OD pair. The route and departure time decision for
uninformed agents considers both the switching threshold and the perceived travel time discussed
in Equations 16 and 14.
The perceived cost for each route and departure time, in terms of both travel time and
schedule delay (Early or late arrival), is shown in Equation 19.
P C k (t) = T T k (t) + SCDk (t)

(19)

where SCDk (t) is the schedule delay cost for path k and departure time t, given by Equation 20,
(
ϕe × (ATk (t) − T Ak (t))
if (ATk (t) − T Ak (t)) ≤ 0
SCDk (t) =
(20)
ϕl × (ATk (t) − T Ak (t))
if (ATk (t) − T Ak (t)) > 0
and where ATk (t) is the actual arrival time for route k and departure time t, T Ak (t) is the desired
arrival time for route k and departure time t, ϕe is the coefﬁcient of early arrival penalty, and ϕl is
the coefﬁcient of late arrival penalty. Equation 19 can now be incorporated into the Mlogit model.
For each O-D pair p ∈ P, a set of canonical routes R exists. The probability of switching
from all other routes k ′ ̸= k ∈ R and departure times t′ ̸= t ∈ [t0 , tf ] to route k ∈ R and
departure time t ∈ [t0 , tf ] is given by Equation 21.
P[k′ ,t′ ],[k,t] =

XX
k′ ̸=k

t′ ̸=t

P

e(−θ×P Ck,t )
(−θ×P Ck′′ ,t′′ )
] + e(−θ×(P Ck′ ,t′ −∆))
∀t′′ ̸=t′ [e

P
∀k′′ ̸=k′

(21)

The total probability of choosing route k and departure time t must also include the proportion of
drivers who already selected route k at time t and choose not to detour or adjust their departure
time, as shown in Equation 22.

P[k,t],[k,t]

e(−θ×(P Ck,t −∆))
=P
+ P[k′ ,t′ ],[k,t]
P
(−θ×P Ck′′ ,t′′ )
(−θ×(P Ck (t)−∆))
[e
]
+
e
′′
′′
∀k ̸=k
∀t ̸=t

For Equations 21 and 22, θ is the dispersion parameter and ∆ is the BR switching threshold.

(22)
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Informed Driver Model
Informed drivers in our model are given route suggestions that minimize a cost function. These
users are seeking to reduce congestion faced by all other drivers in the network, but without
noticeably penalizing themselves. Such a cost function needs to consider both the system-level
cost and the cost to the user when selecting a path and departure time. Another option is a utility
function which considers the travel cost and the beneﬁt in terms of information gained for other
drivers in the network, shown in Equation 23
X
∗
(23)
δσ(ki , kj∈x
Uik = P T Tik − (α/K)
i (t) |Y, Ψ)
j∈xi (t)
∗
where ki is a route for driver i, ki∗ is a canonical route for driver i, and δσ(ki , kj∈x
i (t) |Y, Ψ) is the
∗
i
variance reduction (e.g. information gain) of k for driver j ∈ x (t) on link i when driver i runs
some other route k given observations Y and Ψ. The utility function Uik is the difference between
Perceived Travel Time and the beneﬁt of information gain to all other drivers when driver i takes
a detour from path k ∗ to k to gather information. These utility functions perform best under
information sharing frameworks and simulations with large amounts of uncertainty (28).
The utility function in Equation 23 is therefore used to strategically alter the behavior of informed
drivers by considering the trade-off of exploration and exploitation. The route with minimum
utility is presented to the informed driver through a route suggestion app as being the most
preferable route.
For a given O-D pair, multiple routes may exist which are similar in terms of travel time.
Canonical routes are deﬁned as the set of routes that deviate from the fastest path (i.e. minimum
travel time path) within a speciﬁed tolerance. By only considering canonical routes, the
computational load can be reduced and it becomes easier to ensure that only detours which result
in small changes in travel time will be considered. This helps push the system toward DSO
equilibrium without being negatively perceived by the informed driver. The set of canonical
routes for driver i are the routes k which satisfy

T Tmk∗ − T Tmk∗∗
≤ exp(θi )
T Tmk∗∗

(24)

where T Tmk∗ is the travel time on canonical route k∗ and O-D pair m, T Tmk∗∗ is the shortest travel
time route k ∗ ∗ for O-D pair m, and exp(θi ) is the driver’s perception deviance.
DSO Computation
A departure rate pattern r is a DSO solution if and only if it is equilibrated based on the
corresponding PMC. The DSO formulation is deﬁned using the following optimization problem
(13).


X X
min T SC =
rk,t × P Ck,t
(25)
kinK t∈t0 ,tf

with constraints
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X X

rk,t = dP

∀p ∈ P

(26)

rk,t ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K, t ∈ [t0 , tf ]

(27)

kinK t∈t0 ,tf

where rk,t is the departure rate, dp is the demand for O-D pair p, P Ck,t is the perceived cost for
route k at time t, and T SC is the total system cost.
The PMC is deﬁned as the increase in total system cost incurred when an additional unit
of ﬂow is added to the departure rate pattern rk,t (13). The PMC for route k at time t is calculated
in Equation 28
TT
SCD
P M Ck,t = P M Ck,t
+ P M Ck,t
+ P Ck,t

(28)

TT
where P M Ck,t
is the change in travel time cost for all other users caused by additional ﬂow on
SCD
route k at time t, P M Ck,t
is the change in schedule delay cost for all other trafﬁc caused by the
additional ﬂow on route k at time t, and P Ck,t is the perceived cost for an individual on route k at
time t (Equation 19).
Naively using a DNL algorithm to calculate the PMC for each path and departure time is
computationally demanding for anything beyond small scale toy networks with limited route and
departure time choices. The naive method requires |P | × |T | DNL solutions per DSO iteration. If
this method is combined with the Method of Successive Averages (MSA) and run until
convergence, the computational demand becomes even more extreme.
Substantial computational improvements are made by only calculating PMC for paths and
times which incur congestion and which propagate congestion onto other paths and departure
times (13). This is accomplished by avoiding computing PMC for all uncongested paths and
times, since these paths and times are assumed to be traversed at the free ﬂow travel time and
have no marginal cost on other paths or departure times. In addition, no PMC calculations are
required for other paths and departure times which are unaffected by congestion on a given path
at a given time. Using these methods, the total number of paths and departure times requiring
PMC calculation is minimized for a given spatiotemporal distribution of congestion in the
network. After PMC for each path is solved, informed drivers make an updated decision using the
Informed Driver Mlogit Model (IDMM) described in the next subsection, then the DNL model is
executed to generate a new congestion pattern based on the decisions of informed drivers.

Informed Driver Mlogit Model (IDMM)
Unlike the MSA and quadratic programming models presented by Doan et al. (13), route and
departure time decisions for informed drivers in this research are made using the Mlogit model
shown in Equation 17. Mlogit models are used for alternative-invariant problems, meaning that
the regressor does not vary over the alternatives but does vary over the individual. Since the PMC
already accounts for the effect of selecting an alternative on all other alternatives and presents it
as a cost which varies only over the individual, the IDMM described in this section can be treated
as alternative-invariant.
For each O-D pair p ∈ P, a set of canonical routes R exists. The PMC for each path k and
departure time t available to the O-D pair p is calculated for use in the IDMM. As in the previous
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section, the selection of base alternative for each solution is sequentially selected from the set of
paths between the O-D pair and the set of possible departure times.
k
1 unit
TT
SCD
P M Ck,t
= P Ck,t
+ P M Ck,t
+ P M Ck,t

(29)

SCD
where P M Ck,t
is the sum of schedule delays (Equation 20) for all other paths and departure
TT
times when 1 additional unit of ﬂow is added to path k at time t, P M Ck,t
is the cost in terms of
travel time for all other paths and departure times when 1 additional unit of ﬂow is added to path
1 unit
k at time t, and P Ck,t
is the perceived cost of 1 unit of ﬂow on path k at time t. Therefore,
k
P M Ck,t is the marginal cost of path k at time t on all other paths and departure times.
Instead of considering only the perceived cost P Ck,t of path k and departure time t, the
k
IDMM considers the path marginal cost P M Ck,t
of path k and departure time t on all other paths
and departure times. The probability of switching from all other routes k ′ ̸= k ∈ R and departure
times t′ ̸= t ∈ [t0 , tf ] to route k ∈ R and departure time t ∈ [t0 , tf ] is given by Equation 30.

P[k′ ,t′ ],[k,t] =

XX
k′ ̸=k t′ ̸=t

e(−θ2 ×P M Ck,t )
k

P

P
∀k′′ ̸=k′

∀t′′ ̸=t′

′′

(−θ2 ×P M Ckk′′ ,t′′ )

[e

′

]+e

(−θ2 ×(P M Ckk′ ,t′ −∆2 ))

(30)

The total probability of choosing route k and departure time t must also include the proportion of
drivers who already selected route k at time t and choose not to detour or adjust their departure
time, as shown in Equation 31.
e(−θ2 ×(P M Ck,t −∆2 ))
k

P[k,t],[k,t] = P

P
∀k′′ ̸=k

′′

∀t′′ ̸=t

[e

(−θ2 ×P M Ckk′′ ,t′′ )

(−θ2 ×(P M Ckk (t)−∆2 ))

+ P[k′ ,t′ ],[k,t]

(31)

]+e

For Equations 30 and 31, θ2 is the dispersion parameter and ∆2 is the BR switching threshold,
which still applies to informed drivers since not all will be convinced to switch when provided
with a predictive alternate route.
Parallelization
An additional convenient property of the WD DSO methodology is that it is easily parallelized,
allowing further computational improvements over the serial method. The ease of parallelization
comes from the fact that each calculation of PMC only considers the effect of one path and
departure time on all other paths and departure times. Each PMC calculation is independent of
other PMC calculations, and can therefore be solved in parallel. We apply parallelization to make
the problem more computationally tractable on the Sioux Falls Network with 6180 paths and 100
departure time windows. Without using parallelization as well as methods to reduce the number
of required DNL solutions, this requires sequentially executing the DNL algorithm 618000 times
per DSO iteration, with a large number of DSO iterations required to converge using MSA.
Simulations were performed using an IntelT M I7-8700K 6 core, 12 thread CPU running at
4.3GHz continuously on all cores and 32GB of DDR4 memory at 3200MHz. With parallelization
on a 6 core CPU, the expected speedup relative to a single core can be estimated using Amdahl’s
Law in Equation 32
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S(s) =

1
(1 − p) +

p
s

(32)

where S is the speedup, s is the number of processors (Or cores), and p is the percentage of the
algorithm which beneﬁts from parallelization. Assuming that 95% of the computational time of
the overall algorithm beneﬁts from parallelization, the expected speedup by using 6 cores is given
by Equations 33 and 34

S(6) =

1
(1 − 0.95) +

S(6) = 4.8

0.95
6

(33)
(34)
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RESULTS
Starting from the initial O-D demand, the initial departure rate is determined. This departure rate
can be considered as a substantial perturbation from the equilibrium state of the system and is
shown in Figure 6(a). This perturbation will occur on Day 1 and uninformed users will switch
their route and departure time choices on Day 2 based on their perceived travel times for the
previous day. If no additional perturbations occur, a system of uninformed users will reach a
stable BRDUE equilibrium after several days, however, within day delays will occur prior to the
system equilibrating. The departure rates for Day 1 are input to the DTD BRDUE DNL
algorithm. This DNL algorithm generates the predicted delay for the network for the initialized
demand, assuming that all departures seek DTD BRDUE, as shown in Figure 6(b).

(a) Initial Departures (100% Uninformed)

(c) Uninformed (80%) + Informed (20%) Departures

(b) Predicted Delays

(d) Adjusted Delays

FIGURE 6 Network departures (Left) and delays (Right) on Day 1 for 100% uninformed
departures compared with 80% uninformed and 20% informed departures.
In this scenario, the perturbation is caused by a large number of drivers departing within a
short period of time. The network does not have sufﬁcient capacity for this number of departures
and the signiﬁcant delays shown in Figure 6(b) will be incurred unless some drivers change their
route and departure time choices. Many of the drivers whose departure time is DT > 70 will not
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complete their trip prior to the end of the ﬁnal departure time window. This is indicated by the
constant delay values for departure times of 70 < DT ≤ 100 on most of the congested paths in
Figure 6(b).
The predicted delays in Figure 6(b) are used as an input to the DSO algorithm, which
outputs a PMC for each path and departure time. Using the PMC information, the informed driver
group makes route and departure time choices which seek to minimize congestion and delays for
all other drivers. The DSO algorithm outputs a new path departure rate, as shown in Figure 6(c).
The ﬁnal adjusted delay for the network on Day 1 is shown in Figure 6(d). This delay is the result
of the uninformed group (80% of drivers), which does not change their original route and
departure choice, and the informed group (20% of drivers) which do change their route and
departure time choice in order to minimize congestion and delays in the network. Note that the
paths with constant delay extending to the ﬁnal DT window have less delay overall, and the
departure times which will not reach the destination before the ﬁnal departure time window are
also closer to the ﬁnal departure time window.
Figure 7(a) shows the Day 1 predicted congestion, represented as average excess travel
time, incurred on individual links within the Sioux Falls Network given the initial 100%
uninformed departure rate. The excess travel time is given by Equation 35
ExcessTTk,t = T Tk,t − F F Tk,t

(35)

where T Tk,t is the actual travel time and F F Tk,t is the free ﬂow travel time for route k and
departure time t. Figure 7(b) shows the Day 1 result when 20% of the users are informed and
switch their route and departure time in order to reduce congestion on all other paths.

(a) Predicted Uninformed (100%) Excess TT

(b) Uninformed (80%) + Informed (20%) Excess TT

FIGURE 7 Uninformed DUE Avg. Excess TT (Left) and Mixed Objective Avg. Excess TT
(Right) on Day 1.
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Figure 8(a) shows the initial departures for day 2 assuming that all users are seeking
BRDUE. This new departure rate pattern is calculated based on the BRDUE + DSO departure
rate pattern from day 1 in Figure 6(c). Some congestion exists in departure time windows closer
to the middle of the evaluation period for day 2, as shown in Figure 8(b). Because less congestion
exists on day 2, the potential improvement in average travel time by using DSO algorithm is less.
Still, the adjusted departure rates after executing the DSO algorithm further reduce this
mid-period congestion noticeably, as shown in Figure 8(d).

(a) Initial Departures (100% Uninformed)

(c) Uninformed (80%) + Informed (20%) Departures

(b) Predicted Delays

(d) Adjusted Delays

FIGURE 8 Network departures (Left) and delays (Right) on Day 2 for 100% uninformed
departures compared with 80% uninformed and 20% informed departures.
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Figure 9(a) shows the predicted day 2 average excess travel time (Equation 35) for the
Sioux Falls Network if all users seek BRDUE. The average excess travel time for the BRDUE +
DSO departure rate pattern is shown in Figure 9(b). A comparison of the two ﬁgures shows a
reduction in excess travel time for the two links which were predicted to be congested prior to
executing the DSO algorithm.

(a) Predicted Uninformed (100%) Excess TT

(b) Uninformed (80%) + Informed (20%) Excess TT

FIGURE 9 Uninformed DUE Avg. Excess TT (Left) and Mixed Objective Avg. Excess TT
(Right) on Day 2.
Figure 10 contains histograms of the O-D gap for Day 1 given 0%, 20%, 40%, and 80%
informed drivers. As the number of informed drivers increases, the O-D gap for Day 1 decreases
signiﬁcantly. Figure 11 shows the Day 2 O-D gap given 0%, 20%, 40%, and 80% informed
drivers. Less improvement is seen on Day 2 because the congestion is far lower.
Figure 12(c) shows a comparison of the average travel time for Day 1 and Day 2 before
and after executing the DSO algorithm under four different informed driver ratios. The red bars
show the average travel time given 0% informed drivers, the orange bars show the average travel
time with 20% informed drivers, the yellow bars show the average travel time with 40% informed
drivers, and the green bars show the average travel time with 80% informed drivers. Note that
Day 2 DUE departure decisions in each of these scenarios are based on the actual travel times for
Day 1 which are the result of the uninformed + informed driver departure rate pattern.
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(a) 0% Informed

(b) 20% Informed

(c) 40% Informed

(d) 80% Informed

FIGURE 10 Day 1 O-D Gap with different fractions of informed drivers.
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(a) 0% Informed

(b) 20% Informed

(c) 40% Informed

(d) 80% Informed

FIGURE 11 Day 2 O-D Gap with different fractions of informed drivers.
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(a) Day 1 O-D Gap

(b) Day 2 O-D Gap

(c) Average Travel Time

FIGURE 12 Sensitivity analysis of the O-D gap under varying fractions of informed drivers.
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CONCLUSION
The Within-Day delays incurred in a system which follows a DTD BRDUE model can be
improved by including informed drivers whose route and departure time choices seek to push the
system toward DSO equilibrium. Results show that even with relatively low numbers of users
seeking Within-Day DSO, signiﬁcant improvements in average travel time can be obtained. In the
cases of severe congestion caused by perturbations, having 20% informed WD DSO seeking users
can improve the Day 1 average travel time by 59.2% relative to the next day’s DTD BRDUE
equilibrium solution. As the number of informed users increases, the robustness of the system to
perturbations improves. Additionally, because informed users do not detour unless signiﬁcant
congestion is present, the model always approaches a DTD BRDUE condition for any fraction of
informed drivers, rather than having informed drivers naively seek a DSO equilibrium condition.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE STUDY
The main limitation of the study is the computational time required to solve the within-day DSO
algorithm. For the Sioux Falls network under high congestion, each DSO iteration can take up to
1.5 hours to solve. When congestion is less severe, the DSO iterations are faster because fewer
paths and departure times need to be solved.
Future research goals include using a region-based model with a mesoscopic fundamental
diagram (MFD) (43). A mesoscopic region-based model could improve trafﬁc state observability,
improve computational efﬁciency on larger networks incorporating highways and freeways, and
reduce uncertainty compared with microscopic link-level frameworks and macroscopic
frameworks (1). While this research focused on human drivers, the informed driver model can
also be applied to Connected Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) in a mixed autonomy network.
Additionally, by considering the spatiotemporal correlation between paths based on
historical data or prior simulations, it may be possible to further improve DSO computational
time. The number of calculations required to estimate the path marginal cost would be reduced in
this case, since the path marginal cost can be inferred from the spatiotemporal correlation
between various routes. Including spatiotemporal correlation in a region based model could
further improve performance through parallelization and the fact that fewer calculations are
needed to determine the marginal cost within each region, followed by a step which solves
between region marginal costs.
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